What a dog’s life some pipes lead!

Poor old Fyv! Looks as though he’s gone to the dogs! He was a good pipe, too. The pick of hundreds. Carefully, ceremoniously selected... But like many another, he’s never had a chance. He’s been abused... neglected... treated like a dog!

Strange, isn’t it, how men will spend days selecting a pipe and yet, never give a minute’s thought to his tobacco—when tobacco is really the thing that makes or ruins a pipe?

A good pipe deserves good tobacco. Deserves Granger Rough Cut! For no other tobacco is so refined... so carefully selected... from the best that’s in a pipe. No other tobacco so sweetens a pipe or keeps it so sweet.

Being rough cut, too, its large flakes burn slow and smoke cool. Cool... spicy... mild... and mellow! Granger Rough Cut brings joy to the life of any pipe. It brings perfect pipe satisfaction into the life of any pipe smoker.

GRANGER ROUGH CUT

The half-pint valet of your pipe. A gentleman of the highest moral fiber. A gentleman who will sit patiently and wait for you, who will never make the difficult for you, who will fight for you in a straight-forward way, and who will never make the difficult for you. A gentleman who will sit patiently and wait for you, who will never make the difficult for you. A gentleman who will sit patiently and wait for you, who will never make the difficult for you.